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3e GRAVITY BINS  -  Ecologically sound, Economical & Ergonomic! 

The Agitator option has a moving floor which is connected by 2 link 
arms to the shutter/valve. This is used for sticky or slow flowing 
products that need stirring to feed properly. 

Code GB-100-7.5L GB100-12.5L GB100-12.5L GB150-20L GB300-50L 

Capacity 7.5L 12.5L 12.5L 20L 50L 

Width 100mm 100mm 150mm 150mm 300mm 

Height 535mm 710mm 535mm 710mm 710mm 

Depth 350mm 350mm 350mm 350mm 480mm 

Agitator n/a GB100A-12.5L n/a GB150A-12.5L n/a 

3e Gravity Bins are the perfect solution for displaying and dispensing a large range of 
bulk products within quite a small space. Bins are made from crystal clear food grade 
polycarbonate which makes them tough and able to withstand the high usage in busy 
supermarkets and health food stores. Special features include sloping floors to speed 
product to the spout, ergonomic pull handles, false front to keep product visible even 
when stock is low and dust proof lids. 

Eco friendly 
 

 

 

Economical 
 

 

Ergonomic 

3e SCOOP BINS 
Bulk Food Bins with attached scoops or tongs. Made offood grade polycarbonate for 
high endurance and visibility. 3e Scoop Bins are the ideal solution for bulk sweets and 
nuts.  Use on existing shelving or mounted on cross bars.  

Code SB300-20LTSL SB300-20LSL SB300-20LTSLD SB300-20LSLD SB300-20L  

Catcher Yes No Yes No No 

Scoop Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Label Holder   Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Middle Divider No No Yes Yes No 

Wide Scoop Bins 
300mm (W) 

345mm (H) 
375mm (D) 

Narrow Scoop Bins 
200mm (W) 
345mm (H) 
375mm (D) 

Code SB200-12.5LTSL SB200-12.5LSL SB200-12.5L 

Catcher Yes No No 

Scoop Yes Yes No 

Label Holder   Yes Yes No 

HL — Bulk Food Bins 
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BRANDMAN BRANDING Bring your brand to life!  
Custom coloured trays, dividers and merchandisers to 
highlight your product on the shelf. 

HERO SHELF is a slightly protruding shelf edge that is 
sure to make your product literally “stand out from the 
crowd”.  Custom printed dividers and shelf strips can 
be changed as required. 3 standard colours.  
Custom colours for quantities of 500+  
440mm (W) x 465 or 473mm (D) 
390mm sits on the shelf. Only 75 or 83mm protruding. 

CUSTOM REQUIREMENTS 
Specially coloured shelf facings, custom shapes or 
funky cardboard cut outs are all possible. Talk to us.   

Fitted to shelf with inserted shelves 

2 units multi stacked  With tray and front               With hooks 

3 standard colours: Green, Red, Blue 

Modular Trays 

Double decker trays 

Custom dividers & facings 

Die cut shelf talker 

Promotional Freezer Toppers 

Aisle Flags 

SIDEKICK MAX  is a great little unit that can be made 
in almost any configuration.  Sidekick Max can support 
trays, shelves, or hooks.  Fronts, sides and headers 
are custom printed.  Units fit existing shelf brackets or 
can be free standing or multi stacked. Delivered flat 
packed.  Easy assembly.  

HL — Custom Display 


